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Students will read any novel or short story by Stephen King, and complete six (6) dialectical journal entries 
(see instructions below).  You must space out the quotes you find (2 from the beginning, 2 from the middle, 
and 2 from the end) from throughout the novel.   

Dialectical Journals 

The term “Dialectic” means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving 
question and answer.”  Think of your dialectical journal as a series of conversations with the text.  The process 
is meant to help you develop a better understanding of the text.  Use your journal to incorporate your 
personal responses to the text and your ideas about the themes covered.  You will find that it is a useful way 
to process what you’re reading, prepare yourself for group discussion, and gather textual evidence for your 
Literary Analysis assignments in your future classes.  

Procedure: 
o As you read, choose passages that stand out to you and record them in the left-hand column of a T-

chart (ALWAYS include page numbers).   
o In the right column, write your response to the text (ideas/insights, questions, reflections, and 

comments on each passage)   
o If you choose, you can label your responses using the following codes: 

 (Q) Question – ask about something in the passage that is unclear (limit to only two) - be sure 
to respond to/reflect upon your question if/when you find an answer. 

 (C) Connect – make a connection to your life, the world, or another text 
 (CL) Clarify – answer earlier questions or confirm/disaffirm a prediction 
 (R) Reflect – think deeply about what the passage means in a broad sense – not just to the 

characters in the story.  What conclusions can you draw about the world, about human 
nature, or just the way things work?   

 (E) Evaluate  - make a judgment about the character(s), their actions, or what the author is 
trying to say 

o Provide at least six (6) entries. Each entry must be at least 3 sentences long. 
o Your responses should be typed. 

 
Sample Dialectical Journal entry: The Things They Carried, by Tim O’Brien 

Passages from the text Pg#s Comments & Questions 

“-they carried like freight trains; 
they carried it on their backs and 
shoulders-and for all the 
ambiguities of Vietnam, all the 
mysteries and unknowns, there 
was at least the single abiding 
certainty that they would never be 
at a loss for things to carry”. 

 
 

Pg 2 

(R) O’brien chooses to end the first section of the novel with this 
sentence.  He provides excellent visual details of what each solider in 
Vietnam would carry for day-to-day fighting.  He makes you feel the 
physical weight of what soldiers have to carry for simple survival.  
When you combine the emotional weight of loved ones at home, the 
fear of death, and the responsibility for the men you fight with, with 
this physical weight, you start to understand what soldiers in 
Vietnam dealt with every day. This quote sums up the confusion that 
the men felt about the reasons they were fighting the war, and how 
they clung to the only certainty - things they had to carry - in a 
confusing world where normal rules were suspended.  
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Choosing Passages from the Text:  
Look for quotes that seem significant, powerful, thought provoking or puzzling.  For example, you might 
record:  
 

o Effective &/or creative use of stylistic or literary devices  
o Passages that remind you of your own life or something you’ve seen before 
o Structural shifts or turns in the plot  
o A passage that makes you realize something you hadn’t seen before 
o Examples of patterns: recurring images, ideas, colors, symbols or motifs. 
o Passages with confusing language or unfamiliar vocabulary 
o Events you find surprising or confusing  
o Passages that illustrate a particular character or setting  

 
Responding To the Text: 
You can respond to the text in a variety of ways.  The most important thing to remember is that your 
observations should be specific and detailed. You can write as much as you want for each entry. Students also 
should do their best to type their responses if at all possible. 
 

Basic Responses 
o Raise questions about the beliefs and values implied in the text  
o Give your personal reactions to the passage  
o Discuss the words, ideas, or actions of the author or character(s) 
o Tell what it reminds you of from your own experiences  
o Write about what it makes you think or feel  
o Agree or disagree with a character or the author 

 
Sample Sentence Starters: 
I really don’t understand this because… 
I really dislike/like this idea because… 
I think the author is trying to say that… 
This passage reminds me of a time in my life when… 
If I were (name of character) at this point I would… 
This part doesn’t make sense because… 
This character reminds me of (name of person) because…   

 
Higher Level Responses 

o Analyze the text for use of literary devices (tone, structure, style, imagery) 
o Make connections between different characters or events in the text 
o Make connections to a different text (or film, song, etc…) 
o Discuss the words, ideas, or actions of the author or character(s)  
o Consider an event or description from the perspective of a different character 
o Analyze a passage and its relationship to the story as a whole 

 
Important information:  
o Your summer reading assignment is due on the first academic day of class; you may also have a test on 

this novel on the first day of class.  
o If you are unable to purchase a copy of a novel, you may check out a copy from any town library.  
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All students will be required to read ONE novel or short story by author Stephen King and complete 
a dialectical journal.  A list of suggested novels is included within this mailing and the assignment 
can be found on the Bay Path website through the following link:  
 
http://www.baypath.net/academics/english/summer-reading/ 
 
Should you have any questions or concerns during the summer hours, please contact Dr. Bethann 
Cormier at bcormier@baypath.net or Mrs. Jamie Ribaudo at jribaudo@baypath.net.  
 
Should you have any questions or concerns during the school year hours, please contact Dr. 
Bethann Cormier.  
 
 

11/22/63 

by Stephen King 

For the history buff 

English teacher Jake Epping’s life changes forever the day his friend 
Al tells him that the storeroom in Al’s diner is a portal back to 1958. He 
enlists Jake in his mission to travel back in time and prevent the JFK 
assassination. Soon Jake finds himself living in the ‘50s under an 
assumed name, placing himself into the world of troubled loner Lee 
Harvey Oswald in this gripping historical thriller. 

 
 
 

Joyland 
by Stephen King 

For the YA reader 

One of my very favorite novels, this tender coming-of-age story follows 
college student Devin Jones, who takes a summer job at the Joyland 
carnival hoping to forget the girl who broke his heart, but he winds up 
facing the legacy of a murder, the fate of a dying child, and revelations 
about life that will change his world forever. 

 

http://www.baypath.net/academics/english/summer-reading/
mailto:bcormier@baypath.net
mailto:jribaudo@baypath.net


On Writing 

by Stephen King 

For the memoir lover 

In this inspiring combination memoir and master class on writing, King 
shares advice on craft and offers a glimpse into the life experiences that 
have made him the writer he is today, from his childhood and early 
career to how writing helped him recover from a near-fatal car accident. 

 
Mr. Mercedes 

by Stephen King 

For the cop show aficionado 

If you find yourself binge watching cop shows, you’ll love this pulse-
pounding thriller. Bill Hodges is a depressed retired cop who is still 
haunted by the mass murderer he never caught—a man who drove a 
stolen Mercedes into a crowd. Then Hodges gets a letter from the 
Mercedes killer, threatening to strike again, and he knows he must stop 
the killer himself. 

The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon 
 
by Stephen King 

For the sports enthusiast 

Nine-year-old Trisha McFarland gets tired of the drama on her family 
hiking trip, so she wanders off into the woods and gets lost. As night 
falls, Trisha turns to her radio for comfort, listening to broadcasts of 
Boston Red Sox games featuring her hero, relief pitcher Tom Gordon. 
As the radio signal fades, Trisha starts to imagine Tom Gordon is 
there with her, protecting her from what lurks in the woods. 

The Running Man 
by Stephen King 

For the fan of dystopia 

In near-future dystopian America, Ben Richards desperately needs 
money, so he signs up for The Running Man, an ultraviolent reality 
show where he must struggle to stay alive as an elite strike force 
attempts to hunt him down and kill him for a TV audience. If Ben can 
survive for 30 days, he’ll win a billion dollars. But no one has ever 
lasted more than eight. 



Bag of Bones 
by Stephen King 

For the ghost story devotee 

Four years after the death of his wife, novelist Mike Noonan is plagued 
by grief, writer’s block, and vivid nightmares set in his Maine 
summerhouse. He reluctantly returns to the house and is drawn into a 
fierce custody battle between a local millionaire and a young mother 
as well as the mystery of the lake house, now the site of ghostly 
visitations and escalating terrors. 

The Dark Tower I: The Gunslinger 
by Stephen King 

For the lover of Westerns 

The basis for the recent film adaption, the first book in King’s epic Dark 
Tower series is a genre-busting fantasy Western about Roland 
Deschain, the last gunslinger, on a journey to save his decaying home, 
Mid-World, by reaching the fabled Dark Tower, despite the efforts of 
The Man in Black to prevent him from completing his quest. 

 
'Salem's Lot 

by Stephen King 

For the reader who can’t get enough of vampires 

Ben Mears has returned to Jerusalem’s Lot in the hopes that living in 
an old mansion will help him cast out his own demons and provide 
inspiration for his new book. But when two young boys venture into the 
woods and only one comes out alive, Mears begins to realize that his 
hometown is under siege by forces of darkness far beyond his control. 

 
Misery 

by Stephen King 

For the psychological thrillers afficianado 

In this intense, claustrophobic thriller, novelist Paul Sheldon is severely 
injured in a car accident and rescued by his #1 fan, nurse Annie Wilkes. 
But when Annie finds out that Paul has killed off her favorite character, 
she is willing to use any means necessary to keep Paul prisoner until he 
writes a new novel that is to her liking. 



 
Different Seasons 
by Stephen King 

For the reader who loves a good cry 

I openly cried on the subway, reading the end of “Rita Hayworth and 
the Shawshank Redemption,” a moving story about Andy Dufresne, a 
banker who is falsely convicted of murdering his wife and her lover 
and sent to Shawshank State Penitentiary. There he meets Red, a 
prisoner who smuggles in items from the outside world. Andy’s 
requests for a rock hammer and a Rita Hayworth poster are all a part 
of his shocking plan. 

Lisey's Story 
by Stephen King 

For the romantic 

Hear me out on this one—LISEY’S STORY is a touching portrait of a 
marriage and the bonds of love that can outlive death. Lisey lost her 
husband, celebrated novelist Scott, after a 25-year marriage of 
profound intimacy. Lisey knows that there was a place Scott visited—a 
place that both terrified and healed him, where he went for inspiration. 
Now, as she begins to go through her husband’s papers, Lisey 
embarks on a dangerous journey into that dark place. 

 
The Stand 
by Stephen King 

For the fan of The Walking Dead 

After a super-flu wipes out 99 percent of the world’s population, those 
who remain are scared and in need of a leader. Two emerge—Mother 
Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who urges them to build 
a peaceful community, and Randall Flagg, who delights in chaos and 
violence. As the two leaders gather power, the survivors will have to 
choose between them—and ultimately decide the fate of all humanity. 

 
 
 
**Book images and description from https://offtheshelf.com/2017/09/13-stephen-king-books-every-
kind-reader/ 
 

https://offtheshelf.com/2017/09/13-stephen-king-books-every-kind-reader/
https://offtheshelf.com/2017/09/13-stephen-king-books-every-kind-reader/


Name __________________________________________________ Date _____________________________ 

Dialectic Journal- Quotes and Responses  
Directions: After reading the novel or short story of your choice by Stephen King, complete six (6) dialectical journal 
entries. You must space out the quotes you find from throughout the novel (2 from the beginning, 2 from the middle, and 
2 from the end).   Choose quotes to write in the chart under the “Quote” heading, cite the page number under the “PG #” 
heading, and respond to the quote you have chosen in the final box.  See directions for responding on the page titled 
“Dialectic Journal” directions.   

QUOTE PG # RESPONSE 
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